ENDLESS SUMMER
F E AT U R E S

WOODEN POOLS

■ Safe family swimming
environment in your
own home
■ Attractive, natural look
■ Quick to install
■ Can provide years of
family entertainment
■ Strong top rail and
frame construction
■ Comes complete with
steps, Certikin flow
fittings, filtration,
maintenance kit and a
pool cover
■ Available in 2 sizes;
4.2m x 4.2m and
6m x 4.2m.

The Certikin Endless Summer Wooden Pools
are a superb addition to any garden, providing
you and your family with years of swimming,
whilst looking attractive and natural, blending
perfectly with nature.

SPECIFICATIONS
Certikin's new deluxe above ground Endless Summer
Wooden pools come in two sizes, 4.2m x 4.2m and 6m x
4.2m.

Highest Quality Specification
Made of scandinavian redwood (walls) and single width
hardwood top they are of the highest specification.

Quick To Install
The pool has no side buttresses, which can be unattractive
and take up valuable space, nor does it require any
concreted-in steel supports, making installation far easier.

What is included?
Packages come complete with steps, Certikin flow fittings,
filtration, maintenance kit, cover and a 30thou liner.
Patterned liners are available at an extra cost.

Optional Extras
Air pocket and air blower option and an attached
filtration cover to protect pool filtration is available at an
extra cost on both pools.

Designed without the need for braces and buttressess, which
can be unattractive and take up valuable space

Specifications
12” width of hardwood top
90mm x 90mm framework
12” single piece bottom rail
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Prices exclude delivery and installation.
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If you should require further technical information
please do not hesitate to contact us.

This literature is intended as a guide. The Company reserve the right to change the
specification without notice.

